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THE PERSPECTIVE PAGE 
 

Drash V’DaSh, A Shabbat Message and Greeting: 
“A Bona Fide Bulletin” 

 

Twenty-five years ago, while majoring in Semitic Languages at Yeshiva University’s Bernard Revel Graduate 
School of Jewish Studies, I was required to take a year-long survey course in Jewish Philosophy: one semester 
of Medieval, and one semester of Modern. Each class required a term paper on a topic related to the course-
material. For the former, I did a comparative study of three understandings of prophecy: (1) The position of 
the philosophers of Ancient Greece who deemed prophecy to be the automatic outcome of a natural process, 
attainable upon perfection of one’s personal qualities and qualifications. (2) The view of Rabbi Judah ha-Levi in 
his magnum opus Sefer Ha-Kuzari who felt that, on the contrary, prophecy was strictly a supernatural 
phenomenon, a gift from G-d limited to those whom He had selected to be His messengers.  (3) The hybrid 
approach of Maimonides who insisted that as a pre-requisite, man must first achieve greatness of character, 
but then it is still ultimately up to G-d whether to bestow upon that individual the ability to prophesy.   
 

The professor, a renowned scholar of Medieval Jewish Philosophy who then also served as Dean of the 
Graduate School, not only graded the papers but – despite a busy teaching, researching, and publishing 
schedule - also took the time to sit with each student and review his comments together. The professor noted 
that I had used the word “bonified” when I probably intended “bona fide”. I conceded my error, probably due 
to a spellcheck gone awry, but have since learned that an Ivy League-educated ABC News Editor made the 
same senseless switcheroo. Score one for the professor! Next, he questioned my citation of a Talmudic sage 
from Haifa, given that Haifa is a city in the modern State of Israel. Fortunately, there was a Shas in his office 
and I was able to show him the citation, on Bava Batra 12a, where R. Avdimi of Haifa famously asserts that 
“upon the destruction of the First Temple, prophecy was taken from the Nevi'im (Prophets) and given to the 
Chakhamim (Sages).” (In fact, believe it or not, Haifa was settled at least 3000 years ago, and is mentioned in 
the Talmud some 100 times.) Score one for the student! Finally, he expressed concern over my style of writing 
which he deemed inconsistent with a serious research paper and more “typical of synagogue bulletins”. Score 
500 issues of synagogue bulletins for Young Israel of New Hyde Park!  
 

As I celebrate with you this milestone of #ParkPage500, I express my appreciation to all our readers near and 
far, some whom I see every day and others that I have yet to meet. I acknowledge the encouragement of our 
shul President Art Feldman, in his oral announcements and written “Count On Me” campaign, and the 
generous response from the congregation in the form of Yerushalayim Shel Zahav (gold-level) and Ke’arot 
Kesef (silver-level) sponsorships of this commemorative issue. [I note, aside from any traditional associations 
between numerical thresholds and precious materials, the significance of these categories: just last two weeks 
ago (the day of the Celebrate Israel Parade – see the pictures elsewhere in this issue), we marked the 49th 
anniversary of Yom Yerushalayim, while Ke’arot Kesef (silver platters) feature prominently in the Tabernacle-
gifts of the tribal princes in this week’s Torah portion, Parashat Naso.] On this eve of Father’s Day, I have the 
opportunity to recognize my wellspring of “nachas” – our children Sara, Yael, Atara, Yedida, Temima and 
Binyamin - and my endless gratitude to my wife Nehama who not only made me into both a husband and a 
father, but – Semikha from YU-RIETS notwithstanding – I can say in earnest that as Rebbetzin par excellence, 
she also made me into a Rabbi.  The occasion is made even more special with the presence this Shabbat of my 
mother Mrs. Joyce Teitelman and mother-in-law Mrs. Rochelle Kutliroff, each part of the socio-spiritual 
bedrock of their respective communities Albany and Memphis, and acclaimed brother-in-law from Israel, Dr. 
Gershom Kutliroff. Finally, I say to the Supreme Giver of the Page of Pages and the Scroll of Scrolls, Baruch 
Shehechiyanu Vekiyemanu Vehigianu Lazman Hazeh – “Blessed is He Who has granted us life, sustained us, 
and enabled us to reach this occasion.” - LT  



THE PATRONS PAGE 
(Sponsors of #ParkPage500) 

 

 
Yerushalayim Shel Zahav - Gold Sponsors 

Rebbetzin Chaviva Bilitzky 
Aliza and Levi Afrah 

(in honor of Rabbi Elan & Alana Schwartz and Becca & Andrew Gluck on the birth of their sons, and to the grandfather Stan Schwartz) 

Ellen and Larry Barth 
Drs. Abby and Daniel Basalely 
Cindy and Joseph Bettelheim 
Judith and Stanley Elmowitz 
Arlene and Arthur Feldman 

Rena and Jerry Gombo 
Myra and Jeffrey Grunfeld 
Debra and Dr. Joseph Gul 

Leonard Halpern 
Edward L. Harap 

Linda and Chaim Israeli 
Anne and Ron Jasse 

Ilene and Marc Horowitz 
Hannah Hurewitz 

Karen and Jeffrey Klein 
Dr. Beth and Mark Krieger 

Susan Kutliroff 
Rita and Selig Lenefsky 

Beatrice Malkin 
Lillian and David Nelson 

Rashel and David Rouhani 
Ira Shapiro 

Annette Teichner 
Joyce Teitelman 

Nehama and Rabbi Lawrence Teitelman 
Debbie and Chuck Waxman  

 

 
Ke’arot Kesef - Silver Sponsors 

Arlene and Alan Balter 
Andrew Kaufman 

Betsy and David Mandel 
Steven B. Rice 

Maurine and Larry Sobin 
Marcia and Dan Stevelman 

Mushkie and Rabbi Boruch Wolf 



THE PARK-IVES PAGE 
(Drash v’DaSh on Parashat Naso/Shavuot, from the archives of The Park Page) 

 

“Buffett and the Buffet “ 
(Naso 2010) 

 
There is hardly a more reputed name in “Corporate America” than that of 
billionaire-extraordinaire Warren Buffett. As CEO of Berkshire Hathaway, Buffett 
is known as the “Oracle of Omaha” for his success as an investor, industrialist 
and philanthropist. Yet today’s column is not about Warren Buffett but rather his 
son Peter, formerly a musician and now working for his father’s charitable 
foundation. 
 
In his new book Life is What You Make it: Finding Your Own Path to Fulfillment, 
Buffett Jr. has “an old-world spiritual message for today's money-rich parents: 
teach your children values and do not give them everything they want.” Peter 
goes on to warn that “people who are born with a silver spoon in their mouth can 
fall victim to ...  a ‘silver dagger in your back,’ which leads to a sense of 
entitlement and a lack of personal achievement.” For his part, he notes that 
when his mother died in 2004, he inherited some money, but by then, he had 
already learned his lessons. At the core of his philosophy – which seems to be 
learned from his parents – is the sense that enjoyment must be earned, merit 
precedes the material.  It is this notion that is also the essence of our Shabbat 
observance.  
 
To be sure, the Seventh Day is intrinsically holy - already during The Creation, 
G-d blessed and sanctified it - yet we cannot take that quality for granted. We 
have an individual and communal mandate to endow the Shabbat with a quality 
of holiness. It is no wonder that the Shulchan Arukh specifically stresses the 
importance of saying Kiddush immediately following the onset of Shabbat, a 
requirement not necessarily found in other areas of Jewish law. Before we enjoy 
the tranquility of Shabbat – the respite from a week’s work - we must personally 
consecrate the day, through our lighting of the candles, our prayers, and then 
Kiddush. Indeed, the custom to have no food on the table prior to Kiddush – or 
where that is practically infeasible, to at least cover it with a cloth (pores mapa 
u-mekadesh) - is, in the words of Rav Achai Gaon’s Sheiltot, ki hekhi de-teti 
seudata miykara de-Shabta. The food should clearly come out of honor of the 
Shabbat, not because of insatiable impulses, but as we extend the sanctification 
over the wine into the buffet or dinner. A la the Mishna in Pirkei Avot, our rites 
and rituals “turn the tables” and convert our counters of cuisine into altars of 
appetizing. The “Sheva Shabbatot Temimot” – the seven weeks of seven that 
we just counted – reiterate that theme, with the Mincha Chadasha, the new 
sacrifice of Shavuot, being permitted only following this protracted period of 
anticipation and sanctification.  Shabbat is a time when we bring forth the silver 
spoons and insert them into our mouths, but only after Kiddush has first been 
made over a silver becher.  

 

“The Arboreal and the Laborious” 
(Naso 2011) 

 
The Shalosh Regalim – our three “pilgrimage festivals” Pesach, Shavuot, and 
Sukkot – are characterized not only by the events they commemorate and the 
ideals they communicate, but also by an agricultural-seasonal dimension: 
Pesach is Chag HaAviv, the “springtime festival”; Shavuot is Chag HaKatzir, 
the “harvest festival”; Sukkot is Chag HaAsif, the “gathering festival”. These 
associations are not merely points of theoretical interest but of practical 
import, as they influence the halakhic practices of the respective holidays: the 
intercalation of the calendar before Nisan so Pesach falls in the Spring and 
the eating of a karpas-vegetable at the Seder; the gift of bikurim (the first 
fruits) and the offering of Shtei HaLechem (bread sacrifice) on Shavuot; and 
the Daled Minim (Four Species), Nisukh HaMayim (water libations), and 
Sekhakh the organic material used to construct a Sukka-rooftop.  
 
This agricultural aspect of Shavuot is further highlighted by two subsequent 
customs: reading the Book of Ruth whose story occurs during the harvest 
season, and ostensibly, decorating the shul with greenery - grasses, plants, 

flowers, and even trees. Although some opposed the latter practice on the 
basis of emulating gentile conduct (Levit. 18:3) or resembling the idolatrous 
ashera-tree (Deut. 16:21, cf. Park Page #195), the interior decorators won 
out, as this Minhag Yisrael also mirrors the lush green landscape of Mount 
Sinai, the venue at which the Torah was received by the Israelites on the very 
first Shavuot. 
 
Yet a family visit on Memorial Day to Long Island’s “Planting Fields 
Arboretum” helped me understand that these two symbolisms – the seasonal 
and the Sinaitic – are also interrelated. While the outdoor gardens at Planting 
Fields are breathtaking, it is the greenhouses and their indoor orchards that is 
the most outstanding attraction. To take fig, cacao, orange, and papaya trees 
– citing just a few examples – out of their natural habitat and raise them to 
fruit-bearing fruition, is a powerful illustration of what mankind can accomplish 
if amply motivated. So on Shavuot, we adorn our synagogues with botanical 
bounty as a metaphor for the Torah that was taken from its initial environs, in 
the Heavens and then at Sinai, and brought into the synagogues and study-
houses, where with proper cultivation, it is capable of flourishing. On this 
Chag HaBikurim, we may bring the first fruits of our physical efforts in the 
fields to the Beit HaMikdash, but we simultaneously nurture the fruits of our 
intellectual and spiritual powers in the Beit HaMidrash and Beit HaKeneset.   

 

“Hair Do’s and Don’ts – the Nazirite’s Knot” 
(Naso 2012) 

 
While there are quite literally “ten commandments” additionally incumbent 
upon the Nazir during or immediately following his consignment (Rambam, 
Introduction to Laws of Nezirut), it is the management of his hair – or non-
management, as the case may be – that most stereotypically characterizes 
his unique status.  
 
Granted, the Torah begins its description of the hypothetical Nazirite with the 
proscription of wine and assorted grape products before proceeding with the 
prohibition for him to shave. However, when introducing us to Samson, the 
first recorded actual Nazarite, Scripture seems – at least initially – more 
exclusively focused on the interdiction against hair-cutting: “Behold you [the 
barren wife of Manoah] will conceive and give birth to a son, and no razor 
shall come upon his head, for the child shall be a Nazirite unto G-d from the 
womb.” (Judges 13:5) Later, in the events leading up to the birth of Samuel, 
the also-barren Hannah beseeches G-d, “If You will … give Your maidservant 
a man-child, then I will give him unto the Lord all the days of his life, and there 
shall no razor come upon his head.” (Samuel 1:11; cf. Mishnah, Nazir 9:5) 
Indeed, despite the standard term of a Nazir being only thirty days – a period 
one surmises to be shorter than the typical duration between haircuts in 
contemporary society – our mental image of the Nazirite is one with long locks 
of hair growing completely out of control. His abstinence from wine, on the 
other hand, seems only secondary, even if the Talmud (Sota 2a, cited by 
Rashi to Num. 6:2) uses that to motivate the Nazaritic experience. “Why is the 
section dealing with the Nazirite juxtaposed to the section of the adulterous 
woman? To tell us that whoever sees an adulteress in her disgrace should 
vow to abstain from wine for it leads to adultery.” The lack of the Nazirite’s 
visitation rights at the cemetery and the injunction against other forms of his 
corporal contamination hardly play into the picture at all, even if they are 
equally binding upon the Nazir.  
 
Yet while the Torah hints, through the aforementioned juxtaposition, at the 
underlying concern with imbibing wine, we are left to speculate on our own as 
to the significance of growing one’s hair. One popular approach is to see an 
obsession with hair as a sign of childishness and immaturity (perhaps thus 
explaining, al derekh ha-tzachut – in jest, why adults progressively lose their 
hair as they mature). Witness Joseph, who constantly played with his hair, 
being described as a na’ar (young lad, with the added connotation of “foolish” 
in Yiddish). The Nazir, in stark contrast, is identified as Kadosh – a holy 



person – who presumably has his priorities in order and is not frivolously 
preoccupied with his appearance.  
 
Alternatively, we might observe, it is much easier to keep short hair well-
kempt. Long hair – when left to its natural predisposition - tends to curl, 
tangle, even knot. While potentially a source of beauty and even erotic 
attraction (se’ar be-isha erva – see Solomon’s Song of Songs for multiple 
manifestations), constant care is required to preserve its presentability. The 
Nazir then paradoxically exhibits that pursuit of his noble goal of increased 
sanctity, when not properly managed, can be counterproductive, just like hair 
grown to glamorous proportions can compromise one’s countenance. Spiritual 
development, while at once our religious raison d’être, must also be 
constantly in check to ensure that it does in fact fulfill its intended mandate.  

 
A Blessing on a Blessing? 

(Naso 2013) 
 

In the midst of last night's post-Shavuot shuffle, I eked out a few minutes to 
peruse the Jewish Week that had arrived earlier in the day. I soon discovered 
an article by a friend from yeshiva-days, Rabbi Neil Fleischman, who at one 
time had the distinction of being "New York's Funniest Rabbi". [See 
http://www.thejewishweek.com/jewish-life/sabbath-week/word-love.] 
 
Discussing the imperative that the Priestly Blessing (Birkat Kohanim) be 
delivered with love, Rabbi Fleischman refers to "the rabbinic blessing that the 
kohanim recite to G-d before blessing us" and then notes, "it is the only 
blessing on which a blessing is recited" (emphases mine).  
 
After digesting that claim and accepting that there are no obvious 
counterexamples, I proceeded to wonder about the apparent redundancy in "a 
blessing on a blessing". Of course, the two blessings differ structurally: one 
has the standard form "Barukh atta etc.", while the other is the concatenation 
of three verses from our Parasha. One is directed to G-d, the other is 
addressed to the congregation. For the former, the Kohanim are on their own, 
whereas for the latter, the Kohanim take their cues from the prompting 
Sheliach Tzibbur. Yet something still seems superfluous: is it necessary to 
introduce a blessing with a blessing?    
  
I was reminded of a beautiful insight into the formulation of Rambam when 
describing the various types of blessings:  
 

According to Rabbinic law, a person must bless on each food first, 
and [only] then derive benefit from it. Similarly, if he smells a pleasant 
fragrance, he should bless and [only] then enjoy it...    
And just as we bless on enjoyment, so too must we bless on each 
commandment, and only then perform it...  

(Mishneh Torah, Laws of Berakhot 1:2) 
 

While blessing before benefitting seems like proper etiquette, and as per the 
Talmud (Berakhot 35) a way of redeeming for personal use that which 
originally belongs to G-d, why is it also necessary to bless before performing a 
mitzva. If we are obligated, why still ask permission?  
 
Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik famously explains that this is precisely the point. 
Mitzvot - like tangible sources of pleasure - really belong to the Divine. It is a 
prerogative to be able to perform them, but before taking advantage of that 
opportunity - even if it is our mission and mandate - we must express our 
appreciation to the Almighty, and redeem that mitzva from its Heavenly 
habitat for our personal performance.   
 
For the Kohanim to offer the "priestly blessing" - nay, for anyone to bestow 
even a birkat hedyot, a "commoner's blessing" - requires a gift of ayin hatov, a 
"good eye". It is a special quality to always discern the positive in a given 
individual or situation, call attention to it, and attempt to share that with others. 
If we are inclined and inspired to offer a blessing to others, then indeed we 
must express Hakarat Hatov as well to G-d for that proclivity and 
predisposition. And if we are still working on it, we should heed the words of 
the Talmud, yelekh etzel chakham ve-yilmad berakhot, “seek out a sage and 

learn blessings": not only the texts, not only the laws, but also the underlying 
techniques … and then celebrate that achievement with a blessing. 

 

"Naso: Getting a ‘Lift’” 
(Naso 2014) 

 
It was some fifteen years ago that I was driving down to Silver Spring, 
Maryland, for a Shabbat to be spent with close friends, when one of the 
passengers inserted an audio-cassette into the tape deck. The prominent 
rabbi on the tape – a “dynamic, highly sought-after speaker” (as such 
lecturers are often billed) – was poking fun at a conference where thousands 
of individuals would spend Thanksgiving weekend together with what they 
called their “family”, those possessing a particular brand of automobile. I 
remember sharing the sentiment of the speaker, how sad it is that people 
define their most precious relationships in terms of vehicle ownership. 
Resonating in my mind were the words of the Hadran recited upon a Siyum: 
anu ratzim ve-hem ratzim – “they travel, and we travel…” 
 
 And yet this week I found myself taking delight not only in the milestone of 
Nehama’s graduation (see dedication above) but also upon my “new” car 
(relative to the one I was driving to Silver Spring) – the 1997 Toyota Camry – 
reaching 111,111 miles. As an instructor of Discrete Mathematics, I 
undoubtedly took delight in the uniform pattern of digits and its associated 
number-theoretic properties. But as a rabbi, there was also a feeling of 
hakarat hatov, a sense of gratitude toward this vehicle that has stood me well, 
enabling me to participate in levayot (including that of my father z”l) and many 
semachot (including bringing the twins home from the hospital after their birth 
in 2008). There were many times where it was “running on empty”, but the 
“little engine that could” persisted and persevered to transport me to my next 
appointment or back home.  
 
On this upcoming holiday of Shavuot, we celebrate Zeman Matan Toratenu –
the anniversary of the giving of the Torah. It was the Ark containing that Torah 
that, per the theme of our Parasha, miraculously is nosei et nosav – 
transports those that transport it. We rejoice in the uncountable number of 
miles that the Jewish people have travelled by and in this vehicle – the Torah 
– in the three millennia since we received it and will share a holy convocation 
this Yom Tov with our “family” who share ownership in this treasured brand.   

 

“The Octateuch?" 
(Naso 2015) 

 
On ABC's new weeklong game-show "500 Questions", the following challenge 
was posed to the contestants: "What are the first eight books of the Bible?" 
(Hat tip to Mr. Selig Lenefsky for the reference.) According to Halakhic 
sources, the answer should be "Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, 
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, and Samuel. [The division of Samuel, Kings, 
and Chronicles into two "parts" each is not a Jewish one and was not part of 
the original Biblical canon of 24 books distributed over Torah (5), Neviim (8), 
Ketuvim (11).]  
 
However, the official answer – as far as the game-show host was concerned – 
was "Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 
and Ruth”. This sequence, adopted by both Catholic and Protestant versions 
of the “Old Testament”, while not the traditional Jewish sequence, is not 
without some Rabbinic roots. The Talmud (Bava Batra 15b) interprets the 
opening words of the Book of Ruth, Vayhi bimei shefot ha-Shoftim – literally 
meaning, “And it happened in the days when the Judges judged” – as 
referring to the era of the Judges (hence the juxtaposition of Judges and 
Ruth) when the “Judges were judged” for their own apparent infringements. 
The Talmud elaborates: If a judge said to a man: “take a splinter from 
between your teeth” - refrain from a minor infraction, the defendant would 
retort, “Remove the beam from before your eyes” - refrain from the major 
transgression you committed. Paradoxically, the Judges appointed – in times 
of antiquity - to decide the Law, instead made it a habit to deride the Law.” 
One wonders, as they ask in Rome, “Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?  - Who 
will guard the guards themselves?" The Book of Samuel – the true eighth 
book of Tanakh – instituted a system to do exactly that: provide the “checks 
and balances” afforded by the Prophets. 



THE POINTER PAGE 
Index of the Drash v’DaSh Column, The Park Page #11 - #500 

(Starred titles were added after their original publication) 
 
#11 – Why is The Night Different* 
#12 – Illumination from the Incandescent 
Light Bulb 
#13 – Veshinantam Mibanekha, Learning 
from our children* 
#14 – In the Red? The Asset of Red Wine* 
#15 – A Coincidence Concerning Coins 
#16 – Hardware Heroes* 
#17 – An Overview of Purim 
#18 – A Little about a Lot of Lots 
#19 – For a Score, Seven 
#20 – Confluences of Influences* 
#21 – By Non-Rabbis, About Rabbis, For 
the Rabbi’s Column? 
#22 – Counting the Reasons for Counting 
#23 – More Talk about Silence 
#24 – Metropolitan Musings on Art 
#25 – To Plead The Fifth? 
#26 – Marching to the Beat of Their Own 
Drums 
#27 – On Frugality and Fidelity 
#28 – Pulsating with a Purpose: The 
Pathway to Polymathy 
#29 – A Leaf About Trees* 
#30 – The DaSh and the Dash* 
#31 – The Almond: Fruit of the Levant and 
the Levite* 
#32 – Knit-Picking* 
#33 – Of Broad Stripes and Bright Stars 
#34 – Gems of Gemination 
#35 – The Long and the Short of It 
#36 – The COM of Amazon 
#37 – Playing with a Good Hand 
#38 – The Junior and The Senior 
#39 – Planting Seeds 
#40 – The Medium and the Message 
#41 – When the Wind Blows 
#42 – Coming and Going 
#43 – Over the River 
#44 – Sing a Song of Six-Pieces, Pocket the 
Rye? 
#45 – A Shabbat-Shabbaton Message and 
Greeting 
#46 – Preserving the Mom-and-Pop Op 
#47 – To Dominate with Diplomacy 
#48 – Radiance of the Glossed Arc 
#49 – A Torah Thought for the ‘Rest’ of Us 
#50 – Pleading the Fiftieth 
#51 – Playing with Just Short of a Whole 
Deck 
#52 – All Because of a Sheva 
#53 – Upwardly Mobile 
#54 – Lessons of the Land-Scape Goats 
#55 – Passing the ‘Buck’: The Two Goats of 
Genesis 
#56 – Food for Thought: Learning from the 
Latke 
#57 – ‘Fast’ Track to the Right Time 
#58 – Hats Off In – but Now “Hats Off”’ to – 
Hanoi 
#59 – Namely Speaking 
#60 – An Ode to an Orangutan 
#61 – Silence is Golden* 
#62 – A Pair of Jokers 
#63 – Piscatorial Pearls 
#64 – Suing the Victim 
#65 – The Subprime and the Sublime 
#66 – Now or Never 
#67 – A Mom (and Pop) ‘Operation’ 
#68 – A Leap of Faith 
#69 – The Science of Experience, The Art of 
Shabbat 

#70 – Against All Odds, All in a Week’s 
Time 
#71 – Post-Purim Depression 
#72 – The Cow that Jumped Over the (New) 
Moon 
#73 – Four Lessons from Four (Groups of) 
Sons 
#74 – Bearing the Torch 
#75 – Full Count 
#76 – All the ‘News’ that’s fit to Print but not 
to Bless? 
#77 – Post-Passover Ponderings 
#78 – Israel@60 
#79 – The Power of Return 
#80 – The Four Brothers 
#81 – The ShevuA, the SheVUa, and the 
ShaVUa 
#82 – A Green Thumbs Up To and From 
Shavuot 
#83 – On Jury Duty and Jewry Duty 
#84 – The Count of Four ‘n Three 
#85 – When the Shark Bites, When the Bee 
Strings, and When We’re Feeling Sad 
#86 – Ophidiophobia in the Opus 
#87 – The “Fall” (and Rise) of ‘87 
#88 – Nuisances or New Stances? 
#89 – To Tell the Truth, to Sign for it, and to 
Look the Part 
#90 – The Wonders of Wandering 
#91 – A Way with Words or Away with 
Words? 
#92 – The Mo[u]rning After: Some Departing 
Thoughts in the Wake of Tisha be-Av 
#93 – Becoming Fearless About Becoming 
Fearful 
#94 – Smooth Sailing 
#95 – The Left, The Right, and The Wrong 
#96 – W’all for the Boss 
#97 – Looking Up from 42 Down 
#98 – Face Off 
#99 – Ninety-Nine … ‘on the Wall’ 
#100 – Sing a Song of Sixpence 
#100b – To ‘b’ or not to ‘b’ 
#101 – The 101st Blessing 
#102 – Antediluvian Antics 

#103 – The Long Haul 

#104 – The Princesses and the Puppy 

#105 – Half ‘n Half – The Crème de la 
Crème 
#106 – Two Angles of the “Triangle-and-
Two” Defense 
#107 – Closing Encounters 
#108 – The Differential and the 
Deferential: Balancing the Meta-Physical 
Equation 

#109 – Clothes Encounters of the First 
Bind 

#110 – On Celestial Conjunctions and 
Celebratory  Functions 

#111 – Being Resolute about our 
Resolutions 
#112 – A War of Words 
#113 – Exuding Exhilaration about the 
Exodus  
#114 – “Fortification” around the Fortress  
#115 – The Four Sons: Four of a Kind  
#116 – Basket-weaving Apologetics: At the 
Reed Sea and at the Basketball Court 
#117 – Shattering [myths about] The Two 
Tablets 
#118 – Fission, Collision, and Supersession 
#119 – From Floundering to Flourishing 

#120 – In Like a Lion? 
#121 – Post-Purim 
Paraskavedekatriaphobia? 
#122 – Taking our Cues from the Q’s 
#123 – Lunar Antics and Solar Lunatics 
#124 – Absent without Leaven? A Role Call 
for Pesach 
#125 – Stimulus “Bills” 
#126 – Bold like a Leopard, a Tiger made its 
“Mark” 
#127 – Making the Cut? 
#128 – About Face 
#129 – Many Happy Returns 
#130 – Boundary Conditions 
#131 – Covering Our Bases 
#132 – A Round-Trip Down Memory Lane 
#133 – Food for Thought: On Doughnuts 
and Kichlach 
#134 – Airborne Aspirations 
#135 – Pastoral Thoughts on Pass-Through 
Entities 
#136 – Jumping to Conclusions 
#137 – From Will-Scour to Willis-Tower 
#138 – Getting a Jump on Things 
#139 – Reconstituted Moonshine 
#140 – A Black Holiness 
#141 – Nachamu, Nachamu: [Southern] 
Comfort, [Southern] Comfort 
#142 – Head over Heels 
#143 – The Meaning of “Current” Events 
#144 – You be the Judge 
#145 – Pompous Circumstances of a 
Pomiferous Project 
#146 – A Time to Bless, A Time to Curse? 
#147 – From the Treasury, on a Silver 
Platter 
#148 – Signs of the Times 
#149 – The Layered Look: A Style for the 
New Year 
#150 – Hut, Hut, Hike: The Sukkot Snap ‘n 
Go[al] 
#151 – The Rockets’ Wet Glare and a 
Moon-Spangled Banner: A Hymn for 
Hoshana Rabba 
#152 – A Charge for October 12th: Visa or 
Master-card? 
#153 – It Ain’t Over Even After It’s Over 
#154 – Wining and Dining 
#155 – Sesame ‘Seeds’ 
#156 – Familiar Faces, Missing Links 
#157 – Dealing with what we are Dealt 
#158 – Ovine Enumeration 
#159 – Piety in Parsimony? 
#160 – The Milky Whey and the Miky Say 
#161 – Slicing and Splicing 
#162 – Acknowledging Economic Acumen 
#163 – Tribal Transpositions 
#164 – But Who’s Counting? 
#165 – Ivory and Ebony 
#166 – Black Boxes, Brown Bags, and 
Silver Codes 
#167 – Developing a ‘Split’ Personality 
#168 – Flashback to The Flash Mob 
#169 – The Logic and Logistics of Logos 
#170 – A Gold for Torah 
#171 – The “Cold” Call and the Calamitous 
Calling 
#172 – Mad Cows, Made Cows, and Maiden 
Cows 
#173 – Running for “Cover” 
#174 – A Tale of Two Twins 
#175 – Instant or from the “Ground Up” 

#176 – Over and Out: From Chametz to 
Matza and Back Again 
#177 – From the Keyboard, About the Key-
Bread 
#178 – Facial Expressions 
#179 – The Great Cover-Up 
#180 – One Chai, Two Chai, Ten Chai, Bar 
Yo-Chai 
#181 – “Hole in One” or “Whole ‘n One”? 
#182 – Kagan and Mikva, Partners in Purity 
#183 – Buffett and the Buffet 
#184 – Gaffe-Gate: Controversy over 
Construal 
#185 – A Story of Supreme Values 
#186 – Dollars and Sentiments 
#187 – An Angle on the Anguine 
#188 – Of Tents and Tabernacles 
#189 – A Match Made ‘n Heathens 
#190 – Cruises and Controls 
#191 – An Oracle and an Offering 
#192 – In and Out of the Comfort Zone 
#193 – The Voice of G-d 
#194 – An Insight On Sight 
#195 – A Context-Sensitive Language 
#196 – Mobile Devices 
#197 – Crossroads to Return 
#198 – Analogies from an Amphibian 
Anthology 
#199 – Putting the “Ark” in “The Park Page” 
#200 – A Match Made With Heaven 
#201 – A Bank of Still Waters 
#202 – Prenatal Predispositions 
#203 – Biblical Ark-aeology 
#204 – Anatomy of a Happy Meal 
#205 – A Manhattan Python and the 
Meaning of Life 
#206 – Signs of the Times 
#207 – Disintertwining the Twins 
#208 – Multiple Fronts on the Back End 
#209 – Biblical Balance Sheets 
#210 – Days of Thanksgiving 
#211 – Reflections on Reflection 
#212 – Homophones, Homonyms, and 
Homogeneity 
#213 – Viral Videos, Vivacious Vocals, 
Venerated Values 
#214 – Judging a Book by its Cover? 
#215 – Winter Cold, Spring Fever 
#216 – His Honor, Your Honor, Our Honor 
#217 – Braids of Distinction 
#218 – Making a Mountain out of a Molehill 
#219 – To Chime In on Time Out 
#220 – Trajectory of a Work Force 
#221 – Jewels, Jules, and Joules 
#222 – Elementary, My Dear Watson 
#223 – By Crook or by Hook? 
#224 – Living in a Bubble 
#225 – Adam’s Apple 
#226 – Now and Forever 
#227 – Mommy and Me: A Meeting of the 
Cow and the Calf 
#228 – An Ode to Opening Day 
#229 – Korea, Kerea, Kedusha 
#230 – A Tale of Two Evenings 
#231 – Charting a Greener Course 
#232 – Gardening, Garnering, Garnishing 
#233 – Emor and Omer 
#234 – Oaths, Oats, and Barley 
#235 – Respect and Respite 
#236 – Bedelian Boethusians and Bamidbar 
Betrothal Bonds 
#237 – The Arboreal and the Laborious 



#238 – Beaming Us Up 
#239 – A Common Thread 
#240 – To Bee and Not to Bee 
#241 – Butterfly Effects and Human 
Cocoons 
#242 – A Proverbial Twist 
#243 – Terms of a Job Offer 
#244 – Drawing the Lines, Opening up 
Circles 
#245 – Park ‘n Ponder 
#246 – Storm ‘Windows’ 
#247 – The Proof is in the Patach 
#248 – A Margin of Error? 
#249 – A Case of Unmistaken Identity 
#250 – Ordeal of Fortune 
#251 – Reflections of the Son 
#252 – A Tale of Two Tales 
#253 – A Time for Chronicles 
#254 – A Flight to Teshuva 
#255 – Where the Grass is Always Greener 
#256 – The Anomaly of the Arava 
#257 – Occupy “All Street” 
#258 – Watching a World Series 
#259 – Capturing an Escape Artist 
#260 – Finding One’s Place 
#261 – Happy Returns 
#262 – Black Friday, White Thursday 
#263 – Building the Hand that Feeds You 
#264 – A Penny Saved, A Lesson Learned 
#265 – The Pursuit of Happiness and the 
Happiness of Pursuit 
#266 – Unveiling the Truth? 
#267 – The Day a Light Bulb Went Off 
#268 – The ‘Spring’ of The Winter of ’77 
#269 – Scriptural Schizophrenia? 
#270 – A ‘Mosaic’ Code 
#271 – Pesach in January? 
#272 – A ‘Split’ Response 
#273 – He’ll Be Coming Down the Mountain 
When He Comes 
#274 – A Life Sentence 
#275 – An Odyssey in Inner Space 
#276 – Race and Erasure 
#277 – A Shabbatean Movement 
#278 – A Murphian Mandate? 
#279 – The Calling of a Call 
#280 – Scaring the Daylight Out of Us 
#281 – Twinkle Twinkle Titanic Stars 
#282 – At Last, but Not Least 
#283 – Cohen, Levi, and Yisrael 
#284 – Some Off-the-Wall Reflections 
#285 – Senior Moment, Senior Momentum 
#286 – A Tale of Two Generations 
#287 – Tefillin in a Black Laptop Case 
#288 – On Jewish Genealogy and Jewish 
Geography 
#289 – Hair Do’s and Don’ts: The Nazirite’s 
Knot 
#290 – Naso and Nasoa: To Travail and To 
Travel 
#291 – Espionage or Especial? 
#292 – Driving on Auto 
#293 – Water, Logged, and a Case for 
Immersion 
#294 – Foreign Accents 
#295 – Splitting Heirs 
#296 – ReLINquishing Relationships 
#297 – On Golden Punned 
#298 – A Long Shot, A Long Hurdle 
#299 – The Holy-Land of Opportunity 
#300 – Hyperbole, History, Homily, and 
Harmony  
#301 – Taking the Torah for a Ride?  
#302 – The Point of Return  
#303 – Milkshake Momentum  
#304 – Setting the Tone  
#305 – Lunar Eclipses and Exhibitions  
#306 – Manifold Musings on the Morrow  

#307 – Outlook from the ‘Jobs’ Market  
#308 – Bereshit and Baseball: In the Big 
Inning  
#309 – To No Avail?  
#310 – Big Brit, Big Bird, Big Birthday  
#311 – 311  
#312 – Putting on a [New] Face  
#313 – The Ish Tzayid and the Ish Tam 
Yoshev Ohalim  
#314 – A Happy Anniversary, An Unhappy 
Return?  
#315 – The Gift of Chanuka  
#316 – On the Heels of Shoes  
#317 – When Merriment Meets Murder  
#318 – The Day the Doughnuts Were 
Delivered  
#319 – The End Game  
#320 – Dropping the Ball?  
#321 – To Be an ‘Observant’ Jew  
#322 – To Flinch Over and Inch  
#323 – Crisis at the Crossroads  
#324 – Saved from Spam: The Ten 
Commandments  
#325 – Re-Making a Mountain out of a 
Molehill 
#326 – The Anatomy – and Etymology – of 
a Kiddush  
#327 – Purim Economics: A Costume-
Benefit Analysis  
#328 – A Tale of Two [Tent] Cities  
#329 – A Grand Beginning, A Grand Finale  
#330 – In the Nick of Time  
#331 – A ‘Table’ of Contents  
#331p– Die Vier Kachkes  
#332 – Lessons from the Lexicon 
#333 – Tradition, Humility, and the Serpent 
of Symmetry  
#334 – The Key to Success?  
#335 – Sweet Sixteen  
#336 – A BBQ Sandwich  
#337 – Aging Outages: A Case of Lost Heir 
#338 – The Yichus of Propinquity  
#339 – A Blessing on a Blessing?  
#340 – Biblical Bookends  
#341 – Clandestine Colors  
#342 – An Argument for the Sake of 
Heaven? 
#343 – Chip On the Old Block  
#344 – Ha-Ha  
#345 – From Pesachim to Pesachim 
#346 – Park and Page  
#347 – The Best Nine Days Ever?  
#348 – Gleaning Light from Gleaming Stars  
#349 – Scions of Zion  
#350 – Setting Our Sights On  
#351 – On Striking out and Striking it Rich 
#352 – A Conversation on Conservation 
#353 – On Lights and End-of-Tunnels 
#354 – The Month of ‘March’ 
#355 – Standing on ‘Principal’, Maximizing 
Return 
#356 – From East(man) to Nest: A 
Homecoming 
#357 – Climate Therapy - A Serotinal 
Sermon 
#358 – The Ripple Effect – the Hydraulics of 
Hospitality 
#359 – Discerning Dogs and Diluvians 
#360 – Full Circle: Upon Reaching the 360th  
#361 – The Danger of Discipline?  
#362 – Rise (Early) and Shine 
#363 – A Week Well-'Red' 
#364 – Ambitions of Somnambulsim 
#365 – The 'Return' of the Angels 
#366 – The Covenant of Abraham 
#367 – Poised to Pause 
#368 – Apologies of Antiquity 
#369 – Not-By-Design Sign Language 

#370 – The Hype of a Helping Hand 
#371 – Lots of Lots 
#372 – Fire and Ice: A Plague and a 
Paradox 
#373 – Over The Sea 
#374 – I've Got To Split 
#375 – A Free Ride? 
#376 – Happy Landings 
#377 – Journey into Imagination 
#378 – Davenport 
#379 – Mishkan and Mikdash: Magic, 
Miracles, Mystique 
#380 – Dollars for Degrees 
#381 – It's a Small World 
#382 – Customs of Costumes 
#383 – Spring Ahead  
#384 – Shabbat's Covert, Cameo 
Appearance 
#385 – Nissan: Shift The Way You Move TM 
#386 – Ring Around the Red Sox  
#386p– Paschal Preamble  
#387 – Dry Bones  
#388 – Agnize or Agonize?  
#389 – Starting Up with the ‘Startup Nation’? 
#390 – A Patriarchal Ethic … For Mother’s 
Day 
#391 – Cutting to the Chase about Chasing 
to the Cut 
#392 – The Center of Attention  
#393 – Naso: Getting a Lift  
#394 – Mishnah Maturity  
#395 – Religious Pride and Protection with 
Strings Attached 
#396 – Is Butter Better? The Spread of 
Korach 
#397 – His Cup Runneth Over 
#398 – Stripes and Stars, Segmentation and 
Solidarity 
#399 – Timing is Everything  
#400 – Building Boscobel, Building Babel 
#401 – A Dower from the Desert 
#402 – A Play on ‘Words’ 
#403 – Building Blocks of our Faith 
#404 – The Land of Iron and Bronze 
#405 – From Milestone to Meltdown 
#406 – Good Cop, Bad Cop? 
#407 – Days and Doctrines to Remember 
#408 – Moed Katan, Moed Gadol 
#409 – The Apple of Our Arm 
#410 – Galoot  
#411 – The Six-Hundred-Sixty-Thousand 
Dollar Aliya 
#412 – At the Intersection of Tal and 
Geshem 
#413 – Bless You  
#414 – Boatlift!  
#415 – Giants Meet Royals  
#416 – eTree 
#417 – Comeuppance Compounded  
#418 – The Binding of Isaac  
#419 – Exile and Return  
#420 – Liberation from Loneliness  
#421 – Nach-man Me'uman 
#422 – Taking It Home With Us  
#423 – Chutzpa and R-E-S-P-E-C-T 
#424 – On Living Language  
#425 – The Attire of Autonomy  
#426 – Code Red 
#427 – The Pascal (!) Sacrifice 
#428 – A Core in a Score: A Match Made in 
Matrimony 
#429 – Daf Yomi: From Tree to Shining Tree 
#430 – Authenticity and Authority  
#431 – Give 'n Take  
#432 – Contracts for Contacts  
#433 – A Golden Shadow  
#434 – Moments of Momism  
#435 – A Calling to a Calling 

#436 – Small Thing, Big Problem 
#437 – Crowd Sourcing and Satisfaction 
#438 – Ends of a Letter and of Pesach: A 
Tale of Two Tails 
#439 – Emerging From Lake Success 
#440 – The Day Centrist Orthodoxy Died 
#441 – Acharei Maus 
#442 – The Omer: Reclaiming a History 
That Counts  
#443 – Writing on the Wall 
#444 – On and Off the Beaten Path  
#445 – The Octateuch?  
#446 – The Other Parade  
#447 – The Grapes of Path  
#448 – Service(s) With a Smile  
#449 – The Other ‘Land of Milk and Honey’  
#450 – The Tomb and Tent of Tut  
#451 – Always ‘Always’?  
#452 – The Real and The Imagined  
#453 – Confoundment over Confederation  
#454 – Nachamu Notoriety: The President 
and The Prime Minister  
#455 – ‘Grace’ After ‘Deals’  
#456 – Remaking the Vatikin  
#457 – Convocation in Conway  
#458 – Go For It  
#459 – Friday the Fourth, Friday the Force  
#460 – Sheepshead Day  
#461 – Sefer Torah We Wrote?  
#462 – First ‘n Ten  
#463 – The Year of The Square, The 
Holiday of The Circle  
#464 – Simon Says: Shabbat  
#465 – Mets vs. Dodgers  
#466 – Hair Today, Gone Tomorrow?  
#467 – Salem Alekem – A Seat of Southern 
Hospitality  
#468 – On Ball Four and Balfour  
#469 – Curse of the Billy Goat  
#470 – Chutes and Ladders  
#471 – Duet Sota  
#472 – The Sin of Shin  
#473 – Chanuka Guilt  
#474 – The Breakfast of Champions  
#475 – A Tight ‘Canon’  
#476 – Names, Not Numbers  
#477 – Rabbi Yehuda’s Signs  
#478 – Powerball Prowess  
#479 – The World’s First Music-Video  
#480 – Charting Challenges, Breaking 
Barriers 
#481 – On the Wings of Eagles 
#482 – Of Toppling Cranes and Topping 
Crania 
#483 – The Inclusion-Exclusion Principle 
#484 – Sink and Swim 
#485 – Assembly Language 
#486 – Chazak and Hadran: Considerations 
Concerning a Confluence of Conclusions 
#487 – Calling and Recalling  
#488 – Homophonic Homebodies 
#489 – High Five for the (Red) Heifer: A 
Pragmatic Para-dox 
#490 – Three’s Company: A Torah Trilogy 
#491 – Great Things Come in Small 
Packages 
#492 – Languages of Redemption 
#493 – The Count is On! 
#494 – Hitting for the Cycle 
#495 – 49ers 
#496 – Pesach: An Offering in Two Acts 
#497 – Consecrated Conclusions and 
Continuations  
#498 – Page Sisters, Book Brothers 
#499 – Pentecost:  Proprietor of a Private 
Peninsula 
#500 – A Bona Fide Bulletin  



THE PARADE PAGE 
YINHP at the Israel Day Parade, June 1969 and June 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



THE PAPA PAGE 
Sponsors of the Father’s Day Kiddush  

 

Aliza and Levi Afrah in honor of Stan Schwartz, a wonderful father and grandfather 

 

Ellen Barth, Aron & Yehudis, Jordan & Faigy, and Jeremy in honor of Larry Barth 

 

Arlene and Art Feldman 

 

Rena and Jerry Gombo 

 

Dani Gottesman 

 

Myra and Jeff Grunfeld 

 

Eddie Harap 

 

Ilene and Marc Horowitz 

 

Susan and Bill Isler 

 

Linda and Chaim Israeli 

 

Karen and Jeffrey Klein 

 

Rita and Selig Lenefsky 

 

Lisa Lerner 

 

Chaim, Emma, and Eli Mandel, in honor of David Mandel 

 

Rashel and David Rouhani 

 

Marcia and Dan Stevelman 

 

Nehama and Rabbi Lawrence Teitelman 

 

Adrienne and Craig Wolf 

 

Mushkie and Rabbi Boruch Wolf 

 

Dr. Danny Zaghi 

 

Stephanie and Ben Zaientz 

 
Simcha Kiddushes will be held on July 2 (Shabbat Mevarkhim), August 20 (Shabbat Nachamu), and September 24. 

 Sponsorships are $18 each or $200 annually.  
Please submit payments to the office and e-mail simcha details to office@yinhp.org 



THE PROGRAM PAGE 
Page Numbers 

Parasha Artscroll   748, Soncino 586    
Haftara Artscroll 1181, Soncino 602    

 

Schedule of Services and Classes 

Friday, June 17 / 11 Sivan Bava Kama 17 

Shacharit 6:15 am 
Mincha / Maariv 7:00 pm 
Candle-lighting before 8:11 pm 

Saturday, June 18 / 12 Sivan Bava Kama 18 

Rambam Shiur 8:15 am 
Shacharit 8:45 am 

Latest time for Shema  MA 8:34, GRA 9:10 am 
Sermon: “Observations About Orlando” 10:30 am 
Shiur:  7:20 pm 
Mincha, followed by Seuda Shelishit 8:00 pm 
Maariv / Shabbat ends 9:14 pm 

Sunday, June 19 / 13 Sivan Bava Kama 19 

Shacharit 8:10 am 
Gemara Shiur – Masekhet Shavuot (5a) 8:50 am 
Mincha / Maariv 8:15 pm 

Monday, June 20 / 14 Sivan Bava Kama 20 

Shacharit 6:10 am 
Mincha / Maariv 8:15 pm 

Tuesday, June 21 / 15 Sivan Bava Kama 21 

Shacharit 6:15 am 
Mincha / Maariv          8:15 pm 

Wednesday, June 22 / 16 Sivan Bava Kama 22 

Shacharit 6:15 am 
Mincha / Maariv                  8:15 pm 

Thursday, June 23 / 17 Sivan Bava Kama 23 

Shacharit 6:10 am 
Mincha / Maariv 8:15 pm 

Friday, June 24 / 18 Sivan Bava Kama 24 

Shacharit 6:15 am 
Mincha / Maariv 7:00 pm 
Candle-lighting before 8:12 pm 
 

Schedule Notes: 
▪ During the summer months, Candle-lighting on Friday 

evenings should be done by 7:15 p.m. - the time at which the shul 
accepts Shabbat - but no later than the times appearing in the 
schedule. 
▪ Daf Yomi meets weekday mornings at 5:30 a.m. and Saturday 

and Sunday mornings at 7:30 a.m.  
▪ The last time for Kiddush Levana during Sivan is Monday, June 
20

th
 at 6:06 a.m. 

▪ Woman wishing to make a Mikvah appointment, call 718-343-

5700.  
 

 

Sefer Torah in Memory of  
Rabbi Meir Bilitzky zt”l 

Participation forms are available at the shul and on our website at 
http://yinhp.org/docs/TorahInMemoryOfRabbiBilitzky.pdf 

Contributions can be made on-line using Credit card or PayPal at 
http://tinyurl.com/RabbiBilitzkyTorah 

THE PROPHETS PAGE 
Study for June 18-24, per Rabbi Jack Abramowitz’s Nach Yomi 
Companion. For more info, visit www.ou.org/torah/nachyomi. 
 

Isaiah 38: Chizkiyahu's Illness, Recovery and Psalm 
Isaiah 39: "What Was THAT All About?" 
Isaiah 40: Nachamu, Nachamu Ami 
Isaiah 41: "Worm of Jacob?" 
Isaiah 42: "That Deaf, Dumb and Blind Nation..." 
Isaiah 43: Waterproof and Fireproof 
Isaiah 44: Cook with Half, Worship the Other Half 

 

THE PRIZE PAGE 
Winners of the Mega-Myriads Raffle 

 

Grand Prize, $100,000 – Isaac Schwartz 

Four Tickets to Israel – Avrahom Miller 

$2000 Visa Gift Card – Hilky Blumstein 

$2000 to FCD Jewelers – Donor #3253 

Berletta Watch – Michael Young 

$1000 to Focus Camera – M. Mahgerefteh 

Otzar Hachochma USB Drive – Chanina Kushner 

$1000 to Zundel Berman Books – Sakhai 

Master Bedroom Ensemble – Yechezkel Eis 

Kiki Wig – Yaakov Franco 

Florida Vacation – Shalom Emert 
 

Tablets: 

 - Yaer and Chaya Sara Adler, Faigy Schwartz, 

Yehoshua Kugelman, Leon Betesh, Elazar Manis, Sheldon 

Reich, Yehuda Jacobson, Tzvi Carmel, Gedalya Zweig, 

Member #3328, Collin Abraham, Binyomin Feit, Indorsky, 

Shalom Wilhelm, Yaakov Alon, Jerold Applebaum, Yaakov 

Alouieh, Raymen Dayan, Sheldon Braunstein, Leah Simon 
 

YINHP-Exclusive Prizes: 

$360 Gift Card – Barbara Snyder 

$180 Gift Card – Rabbi Boruch Wolf 

$180 Gift Card – Dr. Danny Zaghi 

 

THE PUBLIC INFO PAGE 
▪  Yasher Koach to David Rouhani for his leining this Shabbat. 
▪  Condolences to Drs. Daniel and Abby Basaley and family on 

the passing of Daniel’s grandmother Mrs. Heshnat Basaleli a”h. 
Daniel’s mother Rozita  Basalely will continue shiva Sunday from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 128 Colonial Road, Great Neck, NY 11021, 
with a memorial service 7:30 p.m. on Sunday night at the 
Mashadi Jewish Center, 54 Steamboat Road in Great Neck. May 
the family be comforted among the mourners of Zion and 
Jerusalem. 
▪   Food Certificates for Fairway, Shop Rite, and Stop & Shop 

and Chesed Dollars for many Jewish businesses can be 
purchased from Art Feldman 516-227-0707, Paige Finkelstein 
718-343-4821, Rena Gombo 718-343-3855, and Ilene Horowitz 
718-470-9474. Proceeds finance capital improvement projects at 
the shul. 
▪   The Clothing Gemach is looking for volunteers. Please 

contact Mark Krieger at 917-703-4694 or visit 
BeautifulMemoriesGemach.org. Also check out the Gemach’s 
new Facebook page. 
▪   Office Hours this week are Tuesday and Friday 10-2. 

 
 



THE PARK-O PAGE 
(inspired by the sequencing games RACK-O and PARSH-O) 

 
Instructions: arrange these 24 images in chronological order of (first) appearance in The Park Page, nos. 1-499. 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

   
 

 

  

 

 
   

   

 

 
 


